NEW

NEW

Puffaboo Elephant

Soothing
Heart Panda

An adorable friend and an instant baby-soother! Fold the crinkly
ears over the eyes for a game of peek-a-boo. Explore the
fascinating fabric textures and then give it a squeeze to hear it
squeak. But it doesn’t just squeak, the trunk also blows a puff of air
for a gentle distraction that quickly turns tears into giggles!

A calming plush panda after your own heart! Press the tummy
to cycle through four bedtime melodies, each accompanied
by a red light and a vibration synced to the rhythm of a resting
heartbeat. With a friendly, embroidered face and unique patterns
and textures for baby to explore, it’s impossible not to fall in love.

FBT-27467|Ages 3 months+|Case Pack: 4

FBT-27470|Ages 3 months+|Case Pack: 4

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Lamaze

Lamaze
NEW
Squeeze Beats First Drum Set
FBT-27472|Ages 12 months+|Case Pack: 4

A drum set made for the way babies play! The bright colors and
unique fabric textures invite little hands to feel and explore. Then,
as baby pats, squishes, and thwacks each bouncy piece, the
whole thing comes to life with music. Create fun sound effects, lay
to a backing track, or just goof around with animal sounds.

NEW
Colorful Journey Caterpillar
FBT-27463|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 6

NEW

NEW

NEW

Embark on a sensory adventure with this adorable caterpillar pal!
On one side, each accordion panel is bursting with bright colors,
playful images, and exciting things to explore - like a hidden
squeaker, unique fabric textures, and delightful crinkle sounds.
Flip to the other side to find calming, black-and-white patterns, or
soothe sore gums with the teether tethered to the front.

NEW

NEW

3-in-1 Clip and Go Bear

Stack Rattle and Roll Blocks

Wacky Giraffe

It starts as an adorable plush bear with a
big round face. But then, pull on its legs and
- goodness! - there’s a smaller bear hidden
underneath! And in its pocket, tethered so
it won’t get lost - wouldn’t you know? - yet
another, even smaller bear!

A perfect first stacker for baby! Inside each
textured cube is a ball that rattles. But it does
more than that! As little ones stack the cubes
onto the elephant roller and onto each other,
the weight of each ball aligns them and holds
them in place.

With a happy plush giraffe head on one
end and a soft, safe base on the other, this
unique sensory toy lets little ones swing it
and hit things without causing any damage.
Meanwhile, with each bash, kids hear
another fun and wacky sound!

FBT-27469|Ages 1 months+|Case Pack: 6
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FBT-27464|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374

FBT-27471|Ages 3 months+|Case Pack: 4

Crawl and Chase Pug Popper

Stack and
Nest Fruit Pals

FBT-27462|Ages 18 months+|Case Pack: 6

FBT-27461|Ages 1+|Case Pack: 6

This adorable pug wants to play fetch! Press the pug over one of
the two easy-grip balls and immediately it pops from its mouth
to roll across the room. Little ones can’t help but giggle as they
jump up, chase after the ball, and do it all again!

Sweet and nutritious for young, growing minds! The strawberry nests
inside the pear, inside the banana, inside the apple. They can all
be stacked up tall in almost any order. Plus, the strawberry is also a
shaker, and the others all have holes to become rainmakers in the tub.

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Dimpl

Dimpl
Dimpl Stack

FBT-2679|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 6
A vibrant stack-and-discover
experience! The top of each
cup features a squishy silicone
bubble embossed with a unique
texture pattern. Little fingers will
love to touch, push, and pop
them again and again.

Dimpl

FBT-2323|Ages 10 months+|Case Pack: 12
Little fingers can’t resist these beautiful buttons! Built
safely into the sturdy ABS plastic frame are five vibrant
100% food grade silicone bubbles in varying sizes and
colors. Push them all the way in to pop them through to
the other side. It’s so simple, yet oddly, so brilliantly fun.

Dimpl Duo

Dimpl Digits

Textures, colors, shapes, and words! On one side, each silicone
button is embossed with a different shape and labeled with its
matching word in English and in Braille. Flip the whole thing
over and this time, the buttons are smooth and the words match
the colors! Its compact size is perfect for on-the-go. BPA-Free,
made with food-grade silicone buttons.

Touch, push, pop, and learn! Squishy, silicone bubbles captivate the
fingers in a way that’s impossible to put down while simultaneously
opening a unique new avenue for learning. On one side, the
bubbles are embossed with the numerals 1 through 10, each
accompanied by its matching word in English. Flip it over and you’ll
find the words written in Spanish, plus dots to feel and count!

FBT-2425|Ages 12 months+|Case Pack: 6

FBT-2611|Ages 12 months+|Case Pack: 6

Dimpl Pops
Ages 2+|Case Pack: 6

The popping never stops! Built into the strong high-quality plastic frame are Dimpl bubbles in different sizes just waiting to be
pushed, poked and popped again and again.

NEW

NEW

NEW

Simpl Dimpl (40 in tub)
Ages 3+|Case Pack: 1 (40 in tub)

NEW

Young or old, this unique keychain
provides hours of fidget fun! Made
of strong, high quality plastic
and two colorful 100% silicone
buttons. Simpl Dimpl includes a mini
carabiner clip that makes it easy to
attach and detach from keys, purse
or backpack.

Simpl Dimpl|FBT-2430
Dimpl Pops|FBT-27015

FB-4
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Simpl Dimpl:
Glow-in-the-Dark|FBT-27098

Simpl Dimpl:
Black-and-White|FBT-27099

Dimpl Pops Deluxe|FBT-27016

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Dimpl

Dimpl
NEW

NEW

Dimpl Clutch

FBT-27095|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 12
Three unique sensory experiences ready to clip and go
anywhere! Each Clutch features a Dimpl bubble on one end
and squishy silicone textures on the other. There’s green with
bumps, yellow with circles, blue with lines... so much for the
fingers to explore!

NEW

NEW

Dimpl Splash

FBT-27121|Ages 18 months+|Case Pack: 6
Add a big splash of dimpl fascination to bathtime! Scoop and
pour with the pitcher wrapped around a green Dimpl bubble.
Dunk the donut and tilt it one way for rain and another way for
a stream. Explore the sucker-covered bubbles of the starfish,
then set it adrift or use it as a water scooper.

Lil Dimpl Keychain (40 in tub)

Lil Dimpl Assortment (assorted 12 in PDQ)

Your new favourite keychain! Made entirely of soft, squishy
silicone and featuring a delightful Dimpl bubble built into its
big noggin. This friendly little sidekick captivates fingers young
and old as they poke and pop it again and again.

Baby’s new best buddy! Made entirely of soft, safe silicone, this
squishy little sidekick is soothing for sore gums and fascinating for
little fingers to grab, hold, and feel. Meanwhile, built into the big
noggin is a delightful Dimpl bubble they’ll love to poke and pop
again and again!

FBT-27021|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 1 (assorted 12)

FBT-27018|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 1 (40 in tub)

NEW

Dimpl Wobl

Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 12

Dimpl Billow & Bright

FBT-27096|Ages 10 months+|Case Pack: 6
Explore the four classic Dimpl
bubbles built into the rigid frame of
the billow. They’re endlessly fun to
poke and pop again and again. Or,
bask in the warm joy of the bright sun.
Its outer edge and Dimpl bubbles are
made entirely of high-quality silicone
while built into the center is a doublesided mirror!

FB-6
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Grab, chew, wobble, POP! On the top is a silicone button that
little fingers can’t help but push while the bumpy, textured frame
provides a satisfying touch of sensory delight. But then... tilt it, spin
it, and let it go - Minds are aglow with fascination as it wobbles
and waddles this way and that! Great for teething and BPA-free.

Orange|FBT-2444

Blue|FBT-2442

Green|FBT-2445

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Squigz

pipSquigz

Whirly Squigz

FBT-2427|Ages 10 months+|Case Pack: 6
Stick’em, spin’em, whirl’em! Whirly Squigz are big, bright, and
full of tactile fun! The suction cups stick to any smooth surface,
making them perfect for home, travel, and bath time. Little ones
will love taking this toy out for a spin over and over again! Set
of three. Made from Food-Grade silicone. BPA-Free.

Squigz Deluxe Set (50pcs)
FBT-143|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 4

Squigz Starter Set (24pcs-Bilingual)
FBT-2092|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 6

Orange|FBT-2192

pipSquigz (Bilingual)
FBT-2091|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 6

Sensory development is crucial for
every infant and pipSquigz combines
touch, sound, and visual stimulation all
in one compact, take-anywhere, easyto-clean toy! 100% safe and BPA free.
3 pieces per package.

Teal|FBT-2193

Ages 6 months+|Case Pack:12

Building on the popularity of our best selling,
pipSquigz, we’ve added new textures, colors, and
yes, loops! Made of high quality silicone, pipSquigz
are naturally BPA free. Two colors to choose from.

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374

Squigz - Toobz

They may be tiny, but their building fun is MIGHTY! Push ‘em
together then POP ‘em apart. Mini Squigz will stick to any flat
surface, leaving behind no residue. Using “suction construction”
and a little imagination, these tiny little suckers provide hours of play.

Introducing the latest revolution in suction construction fun! These new
Squigz bend, twist, and loop every which way into hours of creative
play. Build them tall. Bend them cleverly. Make your structures more
wobbly than ever. Includes 12 Toobz, 6 classic Squigz.

FBT-2088|Ages 5+|Case Pack: 6

pipSquigz Loops

FB-8

miniSquigz (75pcs)

FBT-2325|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Toddler

Toddler

Rock N’ Roller Piano
FBT-2627|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 6

Roll into a ruckus of melody-making
fun! The included mallet lets little
ones bang out tunes both wild and
wonderful. Meanwhile, flip to the
other side and spin the wheels. Each
note rings beautifully! Early musical
learning becomes a wild adventure
with the Rock N’ Roller Piano.

Klickity

FBT-2165|Ages 12 months+|Case Pack: 4
Curiosity goes exploring through pushing, spinning, zipping,
and clicking! Push one colorful ball down then watch as it
pops up with a click! Send each colorful shape zipping as
you push them back and forth through the spinning center
ball. Tons of sensory exploration!

Waddle Bobbers

FBT-2162|Ages 12 months+|Case Pack: 6
Make bath time more fun! Fill up the tub,
set the iceberg adrift, and send the
penguins racing down the slide. Whoosh!

Wimzle

OombeeBall

Clustered together, these contrasting orbs spin
and slide freely in constant motion. Babies
and toddlers discover embossed geometric
patterns, explore twisting silicone rings, play
with balance and rotation and learn through
cause-and-effect exploration!

Each colorful ball is uniquely textured with
fascinating dots, lines, and swirls. Meanwhile,
short, safe tethers keep them all connected in
a wonderfully wobbly row. Each ball opens
up and fits snuggly into the next!

FBT-2125|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 6

FBT-2474|Ages 10 months+|Case Pack: 6

InnyBin

FBT-2529|Ages 10 months+|Case Pack: 6

Suction Kupz

FBT-2305|Ages 12 months+|Case Pack: 6
Stack, roll, stick, and sip! Each of these vibrant, squishy silicone cups
features a suction cup bottom plus a suctioning rim at the top. Stack
them up tall. Stick them together and then pull them apart to hear them
POP! 100% food and dishwasher safe!

FB-10
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An incredibly unique shape-exploration experience! The six
chunky shape blocks are each designed with fascinating textures
that are sure to thrill the fingers. There’s a cube, a diamond, a
sphere, a triangle, a flower, and the happy Fat Brain logo... But
the best part? As kids push the shapes through the elastic bands
of the cube, curiosity is sparked and young minds can’t help but
explore, experiment, and discover.

Hiding Hedgehogs

FBT-2460|Ages 18 months+|Case Pack: 6
Stack, connect, and let your imagination roll!
Burrowed within the spines of each hedgehog is
another hedgehog, smaller and cuter than the last.
Unstack them one by one to discover smiling faces!

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Toddler

Toddler

Quubi

Pop ‘N Slide Shelly

Young minds will bloom at the sight of this cube! Each edge is
connected by elastic bands to allow little hands to bend it and
twist it this way and that. Meanwhile, the rubbery textured beads
spin and slide for an extra boost of sensory fascination.

Slide, pop, and learn with this happy playtime turtle! Covering its
shell are seven vibrant hexagons while just beneath the surface are
three buttons in teal, orange, and magenta. Just have fun enjoying
the tactile delight of sliding and popping them from slot to slot.

FBT-2111|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 12

FBT-2682|Ages 3 months+|Case Pack: 6

NEW

SpinAgain

Tobbles Neo

FBT-2094|Ages 12 months+|Case Pack: 6
It’s a stacking toy with a spin—literally! Drop the vibrant
discs onto the threaded corkscrew pole and go “Ooooh” as
they spin fast and smooth to settle onto the reversible base.
Choosing how to set the base is half the fun for your toddler.
Pick either the wobble base or turn it over for rigid structure.

FBT-077|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 6
The unique grippable texture of Tobbles Neo awakens touch.
See those gentle playful curves? They truly enliven tactile
experiences for little ones.

MiniSpinny

FBT-2123 | Ages 10 months+|Case Pack: 12

Plugzy

TumbleRoos

Early shape learning fits perfectly into place, again and again! Fit the
large hollow shapes into their matching slots. Fit the squishy silicone
plugs into their matching hollow shapes. Or, fit the plugs right over the
shapes sticking out of the base.

Each TumbleRoo features a weighted base for wonderful wobbling, a
concave top for nesting, and unique, textures. Nest the smallest inside
the other two - The moment you let go, the whole stack tips over and
they all tumble apart, one at a time, to rock and wobble around.

FBT-27055|Ages 10 months+|Case Pack: 6

FB-12
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FBT-2721|Ages 10 months+|Case Pack: 6

Send your little one’s senses spinning! MiniSpinny is designed with seven vivid
colors, exciting textures, soothingly smooth surfaces, and three vibrant propellers
that twirl and spin playfully down the corkscrew pole. Great for reaching, grasping,
counting, motion, and cause-and-effect play!

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Toddler

Toddler

NEW
Tugl Cube

FBT-27122|Ages 2+|Case Pack: 6
Pull, pop, and discover! Built into each side of this sturdy,
rounded cube is a soft silicone bubble with a tab to grab and
pull. Fingers can’t help but push them, pull them, and pop
them again and again. For kids, fine motor skills grow as they
explore cause-and-effect. For teens and adults, the hands are
captivated and the mind is at ease.

Wobble Run

RollAgain Tower

Watch it wobble around and around! Three uniquely textured
tracks slide onto the tower in any order you want. Drop one
of the balls onto the top and send it rolling with a light clatter.
Wonder abounds as its weight tips the tower this way and that
atop the wobbly base! Then, once it’s time to go, all the balls can
be stored inside the tower for easy clean-up.

It’s endless ball run fun! Grab the ball from the bottom and
instantly, the other balls roll down one level. Drop the ball
into the tunnel at the top and then grab the next ball to do it
all over again... and again, and again, and again! Easy to
build. Includes 5 balls.

FBT-2609|Ages 12 months+|Case Pack: 6

FBT-2300|Ages 12 months+|Case Pack: 3

NEW
NEW

RollAgain Sorter

Tobble Tones

Roll, CLUNK, discover! The gradually widening track propels the
balls forward fast until suddenly they drop, perfectly, gracefully
into their matching-colored slots. Meanwhile, fine motor skills are
bolstered and an understanding of size and color is fortified. Simple
fascination inspires hours of exploration with the RollAgain Sorter!

A teeter-tottering pendulum to please the ears! Between the two
transparent windows is a little mallet suspended in the middle
and a unique bell tone attached to either wall. Send it rocking
and listen as the hammer swings back and forth to strike the bells.
Young minds instantly light up with fascination!

FBT-2461|Ages 12 months+|Case Pack: 6
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FBT-27120|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 6

OombeeCube

Lidzy

Grab, explore, sort, and discover! Little hands are immediately
drawn to the six vibrant, textured, rubbery, tethered shapes.
Explore their contours, give them a squeeze, and even try chewing
on them - Made of 100% food-grade silicone!

A simple machine becomes a sensory adventure! Each lid features
a unique shape and textures to feel. But then, unscrew them and
discover even more excitement. Take a look under the yellow lid.
Who’s that looking back at you? It’s you! Press the button under
the orange lid to hear it squeak. Open up the purple lid to find a
textured spinner, or feel the funny bumps under the green lid.

FBT-2108|Ages 10 months+|Case Pack: 6

FBT-27119|Ages 18 months+|Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Toddler

Toddler

Sensory Rollers

FBT-2188|Ages 6 months+|Case Pack: 6
Each of these three silicone spheres feature a unique design
that mesmerizes the eyes, fascinates the fingers, and inspires the
imagination. Meanwhile, chimes hidden inside sing beautifully
with every movement, captivating the child’s ears. Dishwasher
safe. BPA-Free.

Spinny Pins

FBT-2526|Ages 18 months+|Case Pack: 6
Spin, wobble, sort, and discover! Each of the five colorful pins
features fascinating textures to feel, plus a weighted base that
wobbles wonderfully. On the bottom of the bowl is a bump that
keeps it constantly tilted and a delightful chime is hidden inside.

Bugzzle

Fruit Friends

FBT-2426|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 6

FBT-2468|Ages 12 months+|Case Pack: 6
Nourish the senses! The orange comes apart into four thick slices
that snap back together with magnets. The watermelon pieces stack
atop a teeter-tottering peg base. Then there’s the pear - Send it
wobbling and listen as the chimes inside sing!

ed
Limitntity
Qua
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Young ones are abuzz with puzzle-solving excitement! Pick one
of the 40 challenge cards and then arrange, flip, and perfectly
position the semi-circular puzzle pieces into the bug-shaped
tray to match the picture.

Shape Factory

SpiroKu

Shape sorting with a twist! There are ten unique shapes and four
slots. Can you figure out how to fit ALL the shapes through the
slots? Here’s how it works: With a push of the button, the top twists
and the slots all change. Kids have to explore and experiment to
solve the puzzle and match all the shapes!

This is not a typical stack-and-nest toy. The weirdly-shaped
pieces can be stacked and arranged any way you want.
The vibrant colors are fascinating. The unique contours
are inspiring! But then, nest them together, pull up on the
smallest, and let your jaw drop.

FBT-2604|Ages 2+ |Case Pack: 6

RollAgain Maze

Red|FBT-2466

FBT-2462|Ages 2+|Case Pack: 6

Fascinating physics inspires hours of play! Press one of the two
buttons to launch and watch as the gradually widening track
propels the ball forward. Send the blue ball rolling down the long
zig-zaggy track. Send the orange ball swirling along the winding
curvy track. Or, launch them both at the same time to see which
one’s the fastest! Exploration and experimentation are on a roll
the moment kids get their hands on the RollAgain Maze.

FBT-2720|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 6

Playviator

Ages 3+|Case Pack: 6

Blue|FBT-2467

Kid-powered engineering! The smooth contours and
charming colors invite little aviators to take off into
an adventure. And when they do, they can’t help but
exclaim - “WOW!” as the plane is tilted up, a weight
inside slides to the back, causing a collection of gears
to spin the big propeller. Tilt it down and it happens
again! The transparent compartment lets kids see the
mechanical movement in action. Timeless pretend play
soars to new heights with Playviators.
www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Timber Tots

Timber Tots

Adventure Bus

Mushroom Surprise

FBT-2481|Ages 2-6|Case Pack: 6

Magic Treehouse

School House

FBT-2477|Ages 2-6|Case Pack: 4

FBT-2684|Ages 2-6|Case Pack: 3

There’s no better place to relax and play than at the Timber Tots
Tree House. Press the button at the top of the tree and POP! - the
whole thing opens up to reveal a cozy little home hidden inside.
But the best part - All the included critters and accessories can be
stored inside!

This really is the funnest (and BIGGEST) schoolhouse in all the forest!
Lots of activities to do during the day, did you get in trouble with the
teacher? Off to the teacher’s office! Slide down the stairs, launch a
tricycle out of the garage and more! Complete with a teacher, two
students, and plenty of accessories, the Timber Tots Schoolhouse
turns a day of learning into the ultimate pretend-play delight.

NEW

Hazelnut House

FBT-2652|Ages 2-6|Case Pack: 4

FBT-27042|Ages 2-6|Case Pack: 4

PawPaw Family

FBT-2485|Ages 2-6|Case Pack: 10

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374

Apple Delight Bakery

FBT-2480|Ages 2-6|Case Pack: 6

Bathtub Bay

There’s so much to explore at Bathtub Bay! Slide the fish to bring Polo
out to play, then pour water into the top with the boat. Some water
showers onto Polo while more pours from the branch to spin the
propeller and splash the crab. The crab changes color when wet! It
also features a slide on the side for slip-slidin’ action and suction cups
on the back for easily attaching to any tub or shower wall.
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FBT-2478|Ages 2-6|Case Pack: 6

TwitWit Family

FBT-2487|Ages 2-6|Case Pack: 10

ChipChip Family

FBT-2488|Ages 2-6|Case Pack: 10

NutNut Family

FBT-2486|Ages 2-6|Case Pack: 10

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Trestle Tracks

Jixelz
Trestle Tracks Ages 8+|Case Pack: 6
Jixelz Ages 6+
Classic puzzle fun becomes an adventure in pixelated creativity! Each set comes with vibrant, precision-cut micro jigsaw pieces. Follow
the instructions to transform the tiny pixel puzzle pieces into vibrant designs. Collect them all to combine pieces and make your own
HUGE puzzle creation! Jixelz hold together strong and they fit together easily without any frustration. Jixelz encourages fine motor
skills, spatial reasoning, creativity and planning for an exceptional crafting experience!

A truly mesmerizing marble-track experience! Each set is made up
of hollow stacking cubes and a variety of perfectly flat tracks. The
paths cut out of each track widen almost imperceptibly from one
end to the other, creating an invisible slope that propels the marbles
forward. Watching them go is like magic in slow-mo!

700 piece sets Case Pack: 6

Fantasy Friends|FBT-2405

NEW

Playful Pets |FBT-2402

Sea Friends|FBT-2404

Sweet Treats|FBT-2403

Roving Robots|FBT-2406

1500 piece sets Case Pack: 6
Under the Sea|FBT-2407

Starter Set|FBT-27108

Up in the Air|FBT-2408

NEW
NEW
Jixelz-Creator Set
FBT-2603|Ages 6+|Case Pack: 3

Become a pixel art pro with the creative power of Jixelz! 3,000
precision-cut micro jigsaw pieces in 15 different colors open young
minds up to truly endless design-and-build possibilities. Start with the
included book of 40 fun, funny, and fascinating design templates
featuring characters, creatures, and more. Then, try drawing your
own designs with the pre-jixelated graph paper - Just color in the
squares and then combine the Jixelz to match your design! Or - once
you really get the hang of Jixelz, build freely and let the creativity
flow straight from your mind to your hands to the Jixelz! If you can
imagine it, you can make it with the Jixelz Creator set.

Builder Set|FBT-27110

FB-20
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Deluxe Set|FBT-27111

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Building Toys

Building Toys
Joinks

Build It Blueprint

Bend the rules of building as you flex, connect, and extend with Joinks! Made
from flexible connectors and wooden sticks, you’ll be constructing all kinds
of creative structures that bounce, wiggle, and move! Colorful, chunky, and
super-flexible. Joinks silicone connectors make construction simple with everexpanding possibilities.

The blueprint becomes the building with these clever build-it sets! On one side of each precision-cut puzzle
piece is the blueprint - complete with measurements - while on the other side is the colorful exterior. Follow the
blueprints like a real architect and build like a real builder! Classic chunky puzzle fun takes on a new dimension
of learning with the Build It Blueprint Puzzles!

FBT-2079|Ages 3+|Case Pack: 4

Ages 4+|Case Pack:6

Barn|FBT-2469
Cabin|FBT-2470

Dog House|FBT-2472

Birdhouse|FBT-2471

NEW
Upstruction

FBT-27125|Ages 8+|2 Players|Case Pack: 6

Dado Squares

FBT-019|Case Pack: 12

Dado Cubes

FBT-007|Case Pack: 12

Do you have what it takes to work the high steel
and win? Taking turns, players roll the die to
decide which action to take. Roll an I-Beam to
add to your structure and reach for the sky. Roll
a Stop Work Sign to block your opponent. Roll a
Crossbar to turn your opponent’s work into your
work. As you build, your worker figurine climbs
higher and higher. But beware... One beam
placed out of balance and the whole thing could
come toppling down. Only the cleverest and
luckiest will reach the highest and win!

Dado
Ages 3+

Dado combines art and science as kids of all ages explore architectural principles of proportion, balance, structure,
composition, and color. A new twist on classic building blocks, Dado engages the imagination as the slits on each cube or
square interlock to create an unlimited number of three-dimensional structures.

FB-22
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Games

Brain Teasers

NEW

InSANDity

FBT-2681|Ages 8+|2 Players|Case Pack: 6

One in a Chameleon

Road Trip Packing Puzzle

FBT-2718|Ages 6+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6
These chameleons need help blending in! Each of the 24
challenges features a unique pattern. Within each pattern
is a special place for eight of the magnetic chameleons to
hide. Pick the chameleons that match the colors and then
test your visual-spatial skills to find all the hiding spots!

Coggy

FBT-2104|Ages 6+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 12
Get your mental gears spinning with this
bending, clicking, shape-shifting brainteaser!
Moving from one challenge card to the next,
it’s up to you to fold this connected collection
of sixteen colorful gears into the perfect
positions that match each card challenge.
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FBT-2719|Ages 8+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

The ultimate beach vacation is about to begin! But first,
you’ve got to load up the car... Pick a challenge card and
then collect the indicated items. Do you have the smarts to
perfectly arrange all of them into the trunk?

Ivan’s Hinge

FBT-060|Ages 8+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 12
Fold it, flip it, fidget it... Just figure it out!
Looks can be deceiving, and this compact
little puzzle is no exception. Puzzle addicts
beware! You won’t be able to put this
brainteaser down! Manipulate the hinged
loop to match the fifty pattern cards.

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374

Crankity

FBT-2156|Ages 6+|1 Player|Case Pack: 6
Crankity is a curious mixture of building
and brainteasing. Build the challenge on
the card, then fill in the gaps to engineer
the solution. Each of the puzzles require a
specific combination of gears to send your
contraption spinning!

Flip fast to run out the clock! Each sand timer is filled with a
different amount of sand. Set the clocks to however long you
want the game to last and then start the game by pressing
your time button and flipping all the sand timers over. Using
one hand, you’ve got to keep the sand flowing by flipping and
moving the timers to an empty space one at a time. The instant a
timer runs out, your opponent gets to hit their button to stop your
time and start theirs before jumping right into the sand-flippin’
action. Requires 3 AAA batteries.

Sew Fast

FBT-27107|Ages 8+|1-2 Players|Case Pack: 6
How fast can you sew? Each player gets a sewing board and
three strings in three colors. Flip over one of the challenge cards
and then...Ready, set, SEW! Working as quickly as they can,
players race to thread their strings through their board so it
matches the picture on the card. The first to finish wins!

Corners Up
Triggle

FBT-2717|Ages 6+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6
Their moves become your win in this territory-grabbing
challenge! On each turn, players stretch a rubber band
across four pegs. Whenever you complete a triangle, you
get to claim it as your own with one of your tokens. Do you
have the brains to claim the most triangles and win?

FBT-2678|Ages 8+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6
Are you clever enough to collect the most corners? On each
turn, players have to place one of their pieces adjacent to
or on top of the other pieces within a 4x4 grid, building
a pyramid as they go. When a 2x2 square is completed,
whoever has the most pieces within that 2x2 square gets
to place one of their pieces on top of those four. The game
continues until the last piece of the pyramid is placed.

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Forklift Frenzy

FBT-27109|Ages 8+|2 Players|Case Pack: 6
Get ready for a flurry of frantic forklifting! Start the round by
drawing a card. Your goal is to stack the barrels to match the
challenge card and then place that stack on your platform first
using ONLY one of the two toy forklifts. Can you win the most
cards AND keep your warehouse accident-free?

Acuity
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Weight For It!

FBT-059|Ages 6+|2+ Players |Case Pack: 6

FBT-2683|Ages 8+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6

Acuity is the clever matching game of quick visual
perception where players race against each other to
discover and match hidden patterns. With simple rules,
Acuity is a game the entire family can play together. No
reading required... simply the ability to flip, turn, and match!

A head-spinning mix of strategy and physics! Players take
turns placing the weights onto the wheel to try and make it
rotate so the correct arrow is aligned with the number on
their card. Line it up just right and you get to keep the card
as a point. Get it wrong and you have to wait to try again
on your next turn. Can you handle the suspense as the
wheel swings back and forth past your number?

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374

AnimaLogic

Inchimals

AnimaLogic is a brilliant puzzle game that will have children
working their brain overtime to solve these wonderfully smart
safari stumpers. Lions, hippos, giraffes, and camels are all
waiting to get to the other side of the river. Animals can only
cross the river bridge one at a time and they must travel in the
proper order to safely arrive at the other side. Sixty puzzles
and five levels of difficulty.

Beautifully crafted and thoughtfully designed, Inchimals
is a set of 12 wooden blocks which measure from 1” in
height (the tiny ladybug) to 12” high (the towering giraffe).
Combine the blocks with the 100 write-on/off math puzzles
and you’ll soon discover that Inchimals are more than toys.
Explore counting, number value and recognition, scale, fine
motor skills, language and imagination.

Sturdy Birdy

Peek-A-Doodle Doo

Roll the dice! Strike a pose! Find the perfect balance! Reggie the
pigeon dreams of a life in the circus as a high wire acrobat. Now
he needs your help to perfect 12 poses to ‘land’ his dream job.
Players must master the 12 unique poses and be the first to make
it to the end of the line. Unlike any other game you’ve ever seen,
Sturdy Birdy challenges your child on a physical level while
encouraging counting skills, self-esteem, and more!

The find and hide game of chickens and eggs! Cluck!
Cluck! What an “egg-cellent” memory you have! A “My
First Game” for your clever little farmer. With constant
motion, Peek-A-Doodle-Doo engages your child’s memory
in a farm fresh way!

FBT-035|Ages 5+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

FBT-055|Ages 5+|2+ Players|Case Pack: 6

FBT-039|Ages 3+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

FBT-2067|Ages 3+|2-4 Players |Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Downhill Derby

FBT-27124|Ages 8+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6

Pencil Nose
GridBlock

FBT-2527|Ages 8+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6
Players take turns placing their game pieces onto the grid. The
rules are simple - Pieces of the same color MUST touch, and
pieces of the same shape must NOT touch. Meanwhile, you
also want to keep as many pegs adjacent to your game pieces
open as possible. Be clever. Be creative. Whoever places the
most pieces onto the grid wins the game. Or, whoever has the
most open pegs surrounding their game pieces wins the game!

FBT-2399|Ages 8+|4+ Players|Case Pack: 6
In this hilarious party game, players have to use their sniffers to
try and sketch what’s on the prompt card and then hope their
teammates can correctly guess what they’re drawing. On your turn,
draw a card and slide it into the slot on top of the drawing board
so only you can see it. Then, with the special glasses and the “Pencil
Nose” equipped, try to draw the object onto the clear screen of the
board - USING ONLY YOUR NOSE! After each correct guess by
your teammates, pick another card and keep drawing as fast as you
can. Your goal is to get as many correct guesses as possible before
the time runs out. Whichever team gets the most guesses in one
round gets one point. The first team to win 7 points wins the game!

It’s a Newtonian race to the finish! Flip, turn, and arrange the
panels to create an endless variety of raceway twists and turns
(measuring 3 feet in length). Then, place the four marbles in the
starting position. Three, two, one, GO!! - With a press of the
lever, they’re all launched simultaneously, powered solely by the
force of gravity and the weight of their own mass. Which one will
finish first?

Shake & Make (14 in PDQ)
Ages 6+|1+ Players

NEW

The fastest, easiest little games you’ll ever play! Give the dice dome
a shake and watch as the dice settle into their slots. Fast-paced,
pocket-sized, and open to endless game variations - You’ll never
want to go anywhere without your Shake & Make! Rules for each
game included.

NEW

Tik-Tak-Flip
GibGab

Heap-O-Sheep

Pick a category from one of the cards and then press the center
button to switch it on. The lights on the game board light up, half
yours, half theirs. Say a word that matches the category and
then press your button. When you do, your lights begin to move
toward your opponent. Now they’ve got to think fast, say a word,
and press their button to get their lights moving back toward you!
Requires 3 AAA batteries.

How well can you operate a sheep-apult? Taking turns, players
use their springboard to launch their sheep onto the hook-andloop paddock. Each sheep is covered with hook and loop fabric.
Plan your approach, aim right, then - Land them, stick them, and
pile ‘em up! The first to get all of their sheep to stay in the field
wins the game! Forget sheep-herding and discover the thrill of
sheep-launching with the fast and fun game of Heap-O-Sheep.

FBT-2634|Ages 8+|2 Players|Case Pack: 6
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FBT-27017|Ages 3+|2+ Players|Case Pack: 6

FBT-27123|Ages 6+|2-4 Players|Case Pack: 6

Words|FBT-2424|Case Pack: 1 (14 in PDQ)

Dice|FBT-2423|Case Pack: 1 (14 in PDQ)

Tic Tac Toe goes from kindergarten to grandmaster! Two game
pieces - white, red, or both - must be used to make a mark. Your
goal is to get three-in-a-row of your mark vertically, horizontally,
diagonally, or semi-diagonally. At first, it’s just like the original.
But then - Play all the game pieces without a win? It’s not a cat’s
game. It’s time for phase two! Players take turns flipping their
game pieces over in their places. Can you transform what’s
already there into a winning move?

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Door Pong

FBT-2327|Ages 6+|1+ Players|Case Pack:6
It’s ping pong without the table! Attach the clamp to the top
of any doorway, turn the dial to adjust the length of the string,
and then serve up hours of active fun. Your goal is to hit the ball
back to your opponent every time without missing.

Ribbon Ninja

FBT-2299|Ages 6+|2-6 Players|Case Pack: 6
Think like a fox, move like a cheetah, and strike like a cobra! Do
you have what it takes to become a true Ribbon Ninja? Each
player has 3 colorful ribbons attached to wristbands. The rules
are simple: grab your opponent’s ribbons before they get yours.
The last ninja standing wins the game!

Box & Balls

FBT-2097|Ages 5+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 4
With dozens of playing options, this classic-looking set of 8
wooden nesting boxes and 10 bouncy balls comes in a canvas
carrying tote so you can play at home or away. Follow the game
suggestions on the box or create your own seemingly impossible
challenges. Everything’s more fun with bouncy balls!

Drop Shot

FBT-2564|Ages 6+|1-2 Players|Case Pack:6

Swingin’ Shoes

FBT-2608|Ages 6+|2 Players|Case Pack: 6
A topsy-turvy point-wranglin’
challenge! Players take turns tossing
the rubbery horseshoes to try and ring
them onto the suspended pole and
platforms. Just keep in mind... With
every toss, the whole thing swings
more and more. Do you have the skills
to wrangle the most points and win?
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Let gravity do the tossing! Each
player gets six arrows in one
color. Taking turns, they have to
put their spatial reasoning skills
to the test as they try and drop
their arrows into the honeycomb
gameboard. It sounds easy, but
once you’re standing up with
the gameboard on the ground,
suddenly that honeycomb grid
looks a whole lot smaller...

Curve Bowl

FBT-2607|Ages 8+|1+ Players|Case Pack: 6
Can you roll the perfect curve? Roll the wobbly weighted
ball at just the right angle to make it curve smoothly past the
two obstacles. You’re going to need a lot of skill and perfect
precision if you want to hit the pin! Start with the 10 included
challenges, rolling between and around the obstacles in a
variety of unique arrangements. Then, get creative and invent
your own challenges!

www.outsetmedia.com | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Teeter Poppers
Teeter Popper
Ages 3+|Case Pack: 6

Rock it, roll it, spin it, sit in it! Kids just can’t get enough
of that awesome popping sound. Think of it as neverending bubble wrap that gets your child up, active,
and keeps them moving. Bright, colorful, and hours of
silly, physical fun...the giggles just keep coming with
Teeter Popper! Measures approximately 30” x 18” and
features fourteen Squigz sized suction cups! Weight
limit: Approx. 110 lbs/50kg.

Blue|FBT-2069

Pink|FBT-2075

Green|FBT-2074
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